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EXAMPLES

THE ONLINE VISUALIZATION MODEL

Iin order to challenge our model we have selected a 
distance based search task and two visualiza�ons: 
sca�erplot and parallel coordinates. We have 
modeled a task in which the user selects a 
representa�ve accident and asks the system to 
compute the subset of similar accidents and to plot 
them on a density map. Dealing with such density 
map she is able to select an area of interest to 
trigger a parallel coordinates visualiza�on that 
allows for inspec�ng more details.

ONLINE VISUALIZATION INTERACTION & STEERING: A CASE STUDY

This work presented a model that allow to:
 realize, and reconfigure one’s own individual compromise between different online 

visualiza�on strategies
 incorporate the decades of research and best-prac�ce solu�ons for most scenarios
 deviate from them tailoring the online visualiza�on process and its behavior to the data’s 

characteris�cs at design �me (input-driven) and to the user’s intended goal at run�me (output-
driven).

a new visualiza�on model to address these 
needs that we term Online Visualiza�on

ONLINE 
VISUALIZTION

Car Accidents Density map (Subdividing Data):

Car accidents similarity (Subdividing Data and Process):

Enanched Connectors

Enanched operators

Controlling the process

GOAL: show the density distribution variations of accidents across the US. 
 data collected at a constant rate (e.g., every hour, day, week, month)
 data densities rendered using a choropleth map, split in N areas (states or counties)
 each accident density value at interval i, di,k,1 ≤ k ≤ N, is mapped on an ordered set of different shades of blue 

(color(di,k)) clearly distinguishable by the user. 

GOAL: to produce a density map representing the accidents that are similar to a chosen reference 
accident

 similarity is computed with respect to a subset of the accidents’ characteristics (e.g., speed limit, driver 
intoxication,...). 

Parameters:Metrics:

Fist we explicitly model the 
sources (le�) (i.e., datasets) and 
the sinks (i.e., resul�ng views) 
in our model (right)

These marks denote the data flow 
to be a stream of data chunks 
(right), as opposed to passing the 
full dataset at once, which is 
denoted by an unmarked 
connector (le�)

A sequencer (le�) first par��ons the data 
into data chunks, orders them according 
to a given ordering scheme, and then 
relays them one by one to the next 
operator. 

A sequence of data can be 
buffered to yield the full dataset 
again or simply to produce larger 
data chunks out of smaller ones 

Metrics evaluate operators

Parameters steer operators

Speed vs Accuracy

Towards a Visualiza�on Process Model for Online Visualiza�on
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MOTIVATIONS & BACKGROUND

This scenario econpasses different visualiza�ons like: 
fine-grain visualiza�on                                streaming data visualiza�on                                 per-itera�on visualiza�on
progressive visualiza�on                             incremental visualiza�on

Which way is better to choose, spped 
first or accuracy first

MODEL VIEW

VISUALIZATION VIEW
 It shows par�al results 

immediately updated

SETTINGS VIEW
 changing parameters
 selec�ng metrics 

METRICS VIEW

 screens of real application in 
online mode
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Enhanced Data Modeling Enhanced Process Modeling
Implementa�on

Quan�ty First 
approach

Quality First 
approach

Quality First 
approach

Online Visualiza�on can be implemented 
using priority queues and asynchronous 
threads[7]:

 (a) data chunks are added to the queue
 (b) retrieved by the worker thread that
 (c) itera�vely computes be�er solu�ons
 (d) a good enough result is generated and 

passed on to subsequent threads.
 (e) If the result is not yet good enough to be 

final, it is again added to the queue

 Able to model only monholi�c 
visualiza�on pipelines

TASK (based on NTHSA FARS dataset):  the user issues a query interac�ng with several sliders, se�ng 
a reference crash. The system computes similar crashes, plo�ng them on a density map 

Common Visualiza�on Model Online Visualiza�on Model

 it is not possible to model and render intermediate results
 the slow response �me makes the system not interac�ve system

 it is possible to model and render intermediate results
 the quicker response �me makes the system interac�ve

Number of Ac�ve drunk people involved in crashes on Sunday’s early hours: 0 (le�), 1 (middle), 3 (right)

Comparison between two model’s 
parametriza�ons:
 priori�zing speed
 priori�zing accuracy 

Speed vs Accuracy

MOTIVATIONS BACKGROUND
 Several disjoint visualiza�on approaches deal with related aspects: 

 Out-of-core visualiza�on (e.g., [1])
 Streaming data visualiza�on (e.g., [2])
 Online dynamic graph drawing (e.g., [3])
 Layered visualiza�on (e.g., [4])
 Progressive Visual Analy�cs (e.g., [5])
 Parallel visualiza�on (e.g., [6])

Exis�ng models follow a pipeline of operators.
They can be adjusted before or a�er being applied, but not on the fly.

Nowadays applica�ons and datasets ask for:

 suppor�ng incremental data handling and incremental 
visualiza�ons

 allowing the interac�on with par�al results adjus�ng parameters
 op�mizing the visual analysis

Insights
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 These heterogeneous approaches can be subsumed under Online Visualiza�onOUR GOAL

IMPLEMENTATION

Monolithic Operators

Operators with intermediate results

Metrics & Parameters
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